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Companies should complete a standardized GHG inventory covering
all significant emissions sources before using ACT
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COMPANIES INVOLVED
ACT STEP BY STEP
“ACT is one of the few to care about SMEs,
nationwide, with such a thorough sectoral
approach”.
Thibaud Clisson, ESG Senior Analyst,
BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT

ACT ASSESSMENT
“…the quantitative assessment of emission reduction targets is a valuable input in
our ongoing process of defining a new lowcarbon strategy and management process”.
Jean-Philippe Hermine, Environment,
Strategy and Planification Director, RENAULT

+180

international
companies

from auto manufacturing, oil & gas and electric
utilities have been assessed using ACT
methodologies and publicly available data.

updated its first ACT
Assessment conducted
in 2016 and achieved a
high rating of 15B-

+50

companies
trained

benefiting from tailored
training material and
case studies.
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website

STILL NOT CONVINCED?
I don’t have enough people
to work on it / it’s a long and
difficult process

I don’t have a clue
about ACT!?

ACT is two complementary

An ACT advisor or asses-

approaches (ACT Step by Step

sor can guide your company

and ACT Assessment) to help

through the implementation of

your business decarbonize de-

both processes.

According to the last IPCC report, decarbonization is no longer
optional: companies must build corporate resilience to face the climate emergency.

pending on the maturity level of
the company.

The ACT Initiative aligns with international standards requirements,
it will assist companies anticipate upcoming regulatory schemes.

My company is multi-sectoral

ACT is also intended to be used by policymakers to identify companies based on their contribution to Net Zero.
ACT advisors and assessors are available to help companies taking their first steps in the process or requiring a thorough corporate

Perfect! Multi-sectoral assessments are possible thanks to a com-

strategy analysis.

I don’t know enough about
how climate change will
affect my company

There are too many different
initiatives (GHG Protocol,
Bilan Carbone, SBT, TCFD,
CDP…). What is different with
ACT?

ACT methodologies can be used as guidance around low-carbon
business models.

ACT uses corporate GHG inventories as input data. ACT is aligned
with other initiatives encouraging transparent climate disclosure.
ACT allows companies to demonstrate credibly that they are on track

What if I have a bad score?

to meet the Paris Agreement mitigation goal. Companies tested and
helped develop ACT methodologies as part of a multi-stakeholder
process.
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bination of various sectoral methodologies.

